FOUND

Dm7          F          C          G
That I may never be faithless, Though I may never be sure
Dm7          F          C          G
That I may never be hopeless, Though I may never feel secure
Dm7          F          C          G
That I may never be homeless, Though I may never be warm
Dm7          F          C          G/B
That I may never be peaceless, Though I may never calm the storm

G  Am  C/E  F
It’s breaking me down, I’m at your feet,
C          F          G
It’s making me all I need to be

chorus

Am          C          Am          C          Am          C          G/B
That I may be found, That I may be found, That I may be found
F          G          { C - F - Am - G }
That I may be found, in you.

Dm7          F          C          G
That I may ever be willing, Though I may never feel right
Dm7          F          C          G
That I may ever be searching, For what may never come in sight
Dm7          F          C          G
That I may ever be moving, Though I may never know where
Dm7          F          C          G/B
That I may ever be mending, Though ever finding disrepair

G  Am  C/E  F
Until this is gone and You remain
C          F          G
In losing my life my greatest gain
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